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Editor’s 
Notes

I have readers to thank for a number of 
items worth reporting in this issue’s 

Editor’s Notes. First, Flavio Mantelli 
points out that, despite the picture in is-
sue 89, he does not own every backstroke 
ever made—not if you count this Sim-
plex Printer 2-B Teletype, used by West-

ern Union to print telegrams on strips 
of paper, which sold on eBay in June for 
$793. I am reminded of how some other 
archaic concepts survived in specialized 
machines: the Burroughs Moon-Hop-
kins typewriter/bookkeeping machine 
(see ETCetera #32 and #37) was a blind 
writer still marketed after World War 

II, and the Keaton music typewriter of 
the ’50s (ETCetera #25) was a circular-
keyboard downstroke.

±
 Thanks to Thomas Fürtig and Jos 
Legrand for shedding more light on the 
Wellington no. 3 pictured in last issue’s 
“Editor’s Notes.” Some other “no. 3” Wel-
lingtons are known, with serials ranging 
from 14755 to 20381—but not every Wel-
lington in that range is marked no. 3. 
Thomas’ #25135 is the latest Wellington 
of which he knows. Plenty of questions 
remain for some future article …

±
 Alan Seaver is interested in stereo 
photography in addition to typewriters. 
On his website (sears.sevenels.net), he’s 
posted the complete collection of the 
Sears stereo views that you may remem-
ber from ETCetera no. 76. He points out 
that in order to get the correct efect by 
crossing your eyes, you need to switch 
the left and right images in the original 
photos. His site transposes the images 
in this way. Alan’s observation made me 
realize that I printed the 3-D Burnett 
incorrectly in ETCetera no. 75. It’s fun-
ny—I have often looked at stereo views 
by crossing my eyes, and fooled myself 
into thinking I was seeing them correct-
ly, when in fact the depth was reversed 
and things looked inside-out. At least I 
can rectify my error at last by providing 
the images in correct order below. Gen-
tly cross your eyes until you see Reinmar 
Wochinz’s Burnett in all its weird glory.
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The Hogar index typewriter may 
look like a primitive 19th-centu-
ry device, but in fact it was made 
in the 20th century, in a Spanish 
town near Valencia, during a pe-
riod of material deprivation. The 
typewriter has been discussed 
previously in an article by Erwin 
Kniesel in Historische Bürowelt no. 
24 (July 1989), which includes an 
interview with the manufactur-
er, Matías Pastor, Sr. (1903-2004). 
(An account in English by Flavio 
Mantelli, based on this article, is 
included in The Typewriter Sketch-
book, ed. Paul Robert, 2007.) The 
86-year old Mr. Pastor told Mr. Kniesel 
that he had invented the typewriter at 
age 17 and constructed it for a couple of 
years starting in 1921; he also claimed 
that he never paid the fees to get the 
machine patented, despite the word 

“Patentada” on the machine. But, in 
this concluding article in our series on 
Spanish typewriters, Maria Victòria 
Carberol has uncovered a rather difer-
ent story … —Ed.

The Hogar typewriter was 
made in Calpe, in the Span-

ish province of Alicante. This 
little index machine was the re-
sult of the work of two men: Jen-
aro Calatayud Sanjuán, a Calpe 
pharmacist and the inventor of 
the Hogar, and Matías Pastor 
Ivars, who manufactured it.
  The Hogar typewriter and 
the Ifach adder were made in 
a little factory under the Pas-
tor family home on Calle Er-
mita. The typewriter patent 
(#177084) was iled on March 4, 

1947. The patent describes the machine 
as an “industrial novelty” with advan-
tages worthy of patent protection. Ca-
latayud and Pastor’s goal was to make a 
cheap, simple machine. The Hogar it 
the bill—so much that it could be con-
fused with a toy. In fact, the patent says 
that it may serve as an “instructional 
toy.” It was not meant for large oic-

es, but for small businesses that 
needed a typewriter for “cards, 
short letters, bills, receipts, etc.” 
It was also meant for private 
individuals who wanted a light, 
portable typewriter. Another 
advantage described in the pat-
ent is that due to its mechanical 
simplicity—the small number of 
parts involved—it is easy to re-
pair and requires no mechanical 
expertise.
 A main attraction of this 
rudimentary machine was its 
price. Conventional machines—
whether American, French, or 

German—came at a high price, and 
were also subject to tarifs. The price 
for an Hogar was 100-120 pesetas, 
whereas an Underwood cost 950 pe-
setas at the time. We must remember 
that the Spanish economy in the mid-
’40s was still devastated by the 1936-39 
civil war, as well as by the efects of the 
world war that had raged outside the 
country.

 Matías Pastor’s factory devel-
oped a good marketing strategy: 
they published lyers and news-
paper ads trumpeting the type-
writer’s virtues. But the main 
lure was that the Hogar could 
be bought and delivered by mail, 
housed in a small wooden box, 
so that anyone in Spain could 
buy one. Several thousand units 
were apparently sold.
 The Hogar was adaptable to 
the consumer’s wishes: it could 
be made in diferent sizes and 
colors, as the patent empha-
sized.

HOGAR
a different story

Typewriters in Spain

by Maria Victòria Carberol
Museu de la Tècnica de l’Empordà

Hogar from the Sirvent collection (Vigo, 
Spain), courtesy of Alfredo Sirvent

Spanish Patent 177084
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 Mechanically, the Hogar is an index 
typewriter that divides its characters 
into three rows on a cylindrical wood-
en arm. This arm turns on its axis, and 
in this way one selects the row of char-
acters needed (uppercase, lowercase, or 
igures). The characters are on a strip 
usually made of sheet iron. A wooden 
knob on the left side of the machine is 
used to select each character, and acti-
vates the typing mechanism when de-
pressed. The machine rests on a wood-
en base. The typing mechanism occu-
pies the main part of the base, and the 
carriage is perpendicular to this mech-
anism. Inking is by pad (but a Septem-
ber 1949 ad, next page, suggests a roller).
 In the MTE we have four examples 
of the Hogar. Although the machine 
was produced continuously, the produc-
tion system was pretty close to handi-
craft. Due to this fact, and because 
the manufacturer tried to adapt the 
typewriter to the consumer’s taste, no 
two examples are alike. Two of our ma-
chines are brown, one is blue, and one 
is green. Some include a small metallic 
plaque reading: “Máquina Hogar, Ca-
latayud-Pastor, Patente 177084, Calpe,” 
with an image of a mount. There are 
two diferent styles of comb.
 In the ’50s, with the improvement of 
the Spanish economy, these rudimen-
tary machines ended production. (The 
latest newspaper advertisement we 
have found dates from January 1953.) 
In the ’60s and ’70s, the Matías Pastor 
company produced accessories for bi-
cycles, such as bells, and tricycles. To-
day the company is dedicated to metal-
lurgy.

An interview with 
Matías Pastor, Jr.

This interview was conducted by telephone 
on August 11, �009. Mr. Pastor, the son 

of Matías Pastor, Sr., who manufactured 
the Hogar typewriter, is retired and was 65 
years old at the time of the interview. He 
remembers the production of the Hogar.

When did the Hogar start being produced? 
How long was it made?

It started around the early ’50s, as Mr. 
Pastor recalls. (Actually it was advertised 
as early as May 1947: see next page.) The 
Hogar typewriter and the Ifach adder 
were made for 12-15 years. (The adder 
got its name from the famous Peñón If-
ach, a rocky promontory on the Calpe 
coast. This mount is also shown on the 

plaque on some examples of the Hogar.) 
Then Matías Pastor’s factory was dedi-
cated to making bicycle accessories and 
children’s tricycles.

How were the typewriters made? What ma-
terials were used?

They were made in a small factory 
owned by Matías Pastor underneath 
the family home. It had a lathe for cut-
ting the wooden pieces and some press-
es with the molds for the mechanical 
pieces. To paint the machines, they 
were submerged in large vats; varnish 
was applied in the same way. Over the 
years, this process was modernized; 
they used paint guns and had a depart-
ment in the factory dedicated exclu-
sively to painting. They were made in 
three colors: brown, green, and blue.
 The material used was wood—large 
boards—iron plate, and rubber for the 

carriage. Pastor had to ind the materi-
als. He got the metal from oil barrels 
from ships; the platen was made from 
inner tubes for bicycles or motorcycles. 
To get the types, Pastor traveled to Bar-
celona, where a printing shop gave him 
their unwanted types. His son remem-
bers above all how the machines were 
painted, and all the trouble his father 
went to in inding the right materials. 
(The machines were not made of plas-
tic; any specimen that includes plastic 
parts is not completely original.)

Who invented the Hogar typewriter?

According to Mr. Pastor Jr., the inven-
tor was Jenaro Calatayud Sanjuán. He 
was the pharmacist of the town of 
Calpe; Matías deines him as “the town 
bohemian.” Mr. Calatayud was a man 
of many facets; he played the piano and 
violin, and even composed music. (Paul 
Robert reports that Calatayud’s home 
was an artistic and social center in the 
small ishing town of Calpe. He also in-
vented the Ifach adder and other simple 
machines that were supposed to make 
the lives of poor people easier, such 
as a simple steam engine for ishing 
boats.) He patented the Hogar in 1947 
and Matías Pastor, Sr. manufactured 
it. His son told me that the widow of 
Jenaro Calatayud is still alive at age 90. 
She lives in the same street, formerly 
named Generalísimo (Franco), and two 
of her sons are also pharmacists. We at 
the MTE have sent the patent to Mr. 
Pastor to pass on to the Calatayud fam-
ily.

Sirvent collection

MTE collection

MTE collection
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Why was this little machine called Hogar 
(Home)?

Mr. Pastor’s answer is incontrovertible: 
“So that every home could have a type-
writer.”

And the distribution?

Mr. Pastor replies that the distribution 
was a complex process. One of the fea-
tures of the Hogar was that it was sold 
by mail. The irst step was to go to the 
post oice and pay for the transport of 
the machine by train. But, no doubt due 
to the lack of postal employees, it was 
the manufacturer himself who went to 
the train station to load the typewriters 
onto a mail car. Mr. Pastor remembers 
how his father would pile the sold type-
writers on a horse-drawn cart and bring 
them to the train station.

A couple of curiosities: Matías Pastor told 
us that a gentleman from Ciudad Real, 
a collector, contacted his family to get 
information about the Hogar. Anoth-
er man from Granada asked whether 
there were still spare parts for a ma-
chine that he had found in an old house 
and that needed restoration.

Correspondence with
Fernando Pastor

The younger brother of Matías Pastor Jr., 
Fernando, directs the family business and 

also helped me in my investigation.

Who was Alfonso Ungría, whose name ap-
pears in the patent?

Fernando Pastor explains that Ungría 
was the patent lawyer who advised Jen-
aro Calatayud and Matías Pastor on 

how to protect the invention.

How many people worked in the factory?

Fernando replies: “There were approxi-
mately 20-25 people, depending on the 
demand. I should also mention that 
most of the employees were women, 
because my father said they were much 
more skilled in assembly than men. 
There were only two or three men who 
were in charge of the heavier work. 
These were complicated times, from 
what I heard at home, and there was no 
industry in Calpe. The expeditions for 
distributing the machines were made 
by train, and he himself (my father) 
brought the cargo to the station in a 
motorcycle with a sidecar.” ±

Thanks to Paul Robert.

ABC (Madrid), September 10, 1949

“Having inished our publicity campaign for our Hogar typewriter, 
in its new 1949 model, with revolving ink supply and metal types, from 

now on its sole price, for sale in all of Spain and its Possessions, is 
120 pesetas. … Maximum writing speed �0 words a minute.”

The business today: matiaspastor.com

La Vanguardia (Barcelona), May �, 1947

“New ultraeconomical Hogar typewriter. Price, 125 
pesetas. Ideal for the modest merchant and for the home 
…. Easy to learn, simple mechanism. 25 x 18 x 3 cms, 750 
grams … Order today before our supplies are exhausted.”

La Vanguardia, January �5, 1949

“Typewriters given away!
The super-modern Hogar typewriter is a gift, without a doubt, in 
these times, due to its price and utility. … It’s the best of its kind! 

… Its promotional price for the irst orders is 135 pesetas, plus 5 for 
packing. … Speed: 25 words per minute.”
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Ephemera by Peter Weil

Ephemera are a means to see and under-
stand typewriters in time, with none 

more revealing than calendars advertising 
typewriters.� hese, like all calendars, are 
rooted in speciic cultural and social ideas 
about time sequences and locations. In 
the Euro-American context, this means a 
primary emphasis on linear time and annual 
cycles within it. Typewriter-related calendars 
appear and develop in relation to the larger 
cultural and business dynamics that engaged, 
accepted, and needed the mechanization of 
the oice. hat, in turn, placed an increasing 
emphasis on smaller and more precise divisions 
of time for a larger and larger portion of the 
people in industrializing societies. Time and 
sequences of production, sales, and delivery 
were more and more measured in terms of the 

1. I want to thank Bert Kerschbaumer and Herman 

Price for sharing several items from their collec-

tions and Cornelia Weil for her suggestions on the 

form and content of this article. Important scholarly 

sources include Maurice Rickard’s he Encyclopedia 
of Ephemera (New York: Routledge, 2000), pp. 70-71; 

Graham Hudson’s he Design and Printing of Ephem-
era in Britain and America: 1720-1920 (New Castle, 

Delaware: Oak Knoll Press, 2008), especially Ch. 5; 

and Nancy Munn’s “he Cultural Anthropology of 

Time,” Annual Review of Anthropology, 21, 1992, pp. 

93-121.

Industrial Age aphorism “Time is money.” In 
the case of typewriters, this can be seen in the 
increasing emphasis in typewriter marketing 
on calendars in general—and perhaps most 
literally and iguratively in this premium, a 
Smith-Premier silk wallet (below), marketing 
the model #�, that includes a calendar for the 
�892-�893 iscal year.2

 Calendars in this context became a 
regular part of urban Euro-American life in 
the �830s and began to be used to advertise 
products 20 years later. heir early use as 
guides to religious cycles and as frameworks 
for agricultural scheduling meant that a large 
portion of people in a community or a soci-
ety did not need daily access to a calendar. 
Ironically, it was exactly their use as guides 
to holy days and religious events that, until 
the �830s, had prevented widespread agree-
ment on their form. his conlict speciically 
involved competition between the newer, 
Roman Catholic Gregorian calendar and 
the older Julian form favored by many Prot-
estants. At a point when the UK had been 
industrialized for a full century and France 
and Germany were rapidly industrializing, 
the greater precision of the Gregorian system 
won out. he Gregorian calendar provided 
the necessary standardization to synchronize 
the running of the burgeoning industrial 
systems that later in the century were so es-
sentially deined by the typewriter and its 
impact on people‘s lives. 

 At the beginning of the �9th century, there 
was usually no distinction between calendars 
and almanacs, as both oten emphasized 
religious holidays and events or agricultural 

2. Author’s collection. he approximate open interior 

dimensions are 6" x 6.25" (15.25 cm x 16 cm). Approx-

imate closed external dimensions are 6" x 3" (15.25 cm 

x 7.75 cm). Wallet was manufactured by the hayer 

and Jackson Stationary Co., Chicago, IL.

cycles. he term “calendar” soon came to 
mean primarily the printed essentials of 
chronology with none of the predictions 
and ancillary information of almanacs. 
Calendars during much of the century took 
the form of a vertical list of days and months, 
but, starting around �870, the now-familiar 
layout—in which each month appears as 
a rectangle—became more common. One 
of the irst advertisements for a typewriter 
utilizing a calendar (a perpetual one in this 
case) used this new format to promote the 
Remington #2 in �884.3 More importantly, 

the rectangular format stimulated the pro-
liic development of and demand for decora-
tive “calendar backs,” oten in the form of 
elaborately printed polychrome wall cards. 
his late (most likely �899) French example 
(top let) shows a Smith-Premier #2 being 
used by a fancily dressed typist.4 he rect-
angular format of this calendar is modiied 
by an additional late �9th-century feature, 
the “daily tear-of,” which was a pad giving 
the day and date for each day. Such calendar 

3. Author’s collection. he size is 4.75" x 6.5" (12 cm x 

16.5 cm). All sizes given for this and other calendars 

are approximate. Published in Frost’s Comprehensive 
Calendar, Philadelphia, PA.he drawing style is 

strongly inluenced by that of Palmer Cox, the creator 

of the then-popular “Brownies” characters. 

4. Bert Kerschbaumer collection. he approximate 

actual size is 9.84" x 4" (25 cm x 10.55 cm).
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backs, with monthly or daily calendars, were 
not originally produced as advertisements, 
but later became a major medium for touting 
the wares of manufacturers and retailers of 
goods. 
 he wall card, more than any other 
calendar form, was especially attractive to 
advertisers because the form ofered year-
round and daily visibility for their messages. 
Some advertising had appeared since the 
middle of the �9th century in almanacs and 

on calendars, but it was not until the major 
producers of chromolithic wall calendars and 
others appeared in the �880s that calendars 
became a major advertising means. his 
innovation, combined with the use of the 
paste-on booklet on the wall card and of 
multi-page hanging calendars, led to a boom 
in the production and distribution, oten by 
mail, of advertising calendars. As such, the 
calendars were a form of premium.�

 Typewriter manufacturers and retailers 
had themselves only recently joined the 
market and the nascent frenzy of late �9th 

5. See ETCetera #83, September 2008, for discussion 

of premiums in typewriter advertising.

century selling through branding in the 
United States and Europe. hey now turned 
to the new, innovative calendar medium to 
accomplish their ends. he earliest example 
identiied is this decorative and relatively 
complex perpetual calendar advertising the 
World Index published about �886 for the 
Pope Manufacturing Company.6 As was 
the case with the early advertising use by 
typewriter irms of trade cards and other 
early media, this Heath’s Forever Calendar 

is a generic one not speciically designed to 
advertise the World. We see this same early 
generic-based pattern in this �892 paged wall 
calendar publicizing the Victor Index and 
the newly-introduced Franklin Typewriter.7 
he calendar had been designed in �89� to 
sell to tourists who visited Lynn, Mass., but 
Boston’s Cutter-Tower Co., the primary dis-

6. Herman Price collection; 7" x 9.5” (17.75 cm x 24 

cm). It is not clear if this was mounted on a wall or 

only used as a desk calendar. 

7. Author’s collection; 10.75" x 7" (27 cm x 17.8 cm). 

he calendar was originally owned by Lula P. Tat of 

Holyoke, MA, and New York City; she used it as an 

appointment and activity calendar while at school in 

Holyoke.

tributor8 of both machines in New England, 
seized upon it to promote its products. 
 Starting in this early period in the use of 
calendars to promote typewriters, the mak-
ers and sellers also produced several forms of 
miniature calendars as premiums to present 
their products. For example, United Type-
writer and Supplies Co. in St. Louis promoted 
the Caligraph #3 (and the New Yost and 
Densmore #�) with a daily diary issued by the 
company each month.9 Other, later examples 

8. Cutter-Tower was central to the marketing of the 

Franklin and the Victor Index and it was based in the 

same city, Boston, in which they were manufactured, 

so it is probable that the irm was in some direct way 

involved in the capitalization of the manufacturing of 

both machines.

9. Author’s collection; each page is 2.5" x 5" (6.4 cm x 

12.7 cm). he Caligraph is on the front cover and the 

calendar page is the irst on the inside. 
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include a �90� celluloid mirror premium for 
the Remington #6 and a celluloid-bound 
�9�3-�9�4 iscal year miniature notebook 
that promoted the manual version of the 
Ellis typewriter-adding machine.�0 Other 
small calendar premiums oten took the form 
of blotters, such as this �902 one touting the 
Jewett #�� and another one promoting Yost’s 
new model #�0 in France in �903.�2

10. Both from the Herman Price collection and both 

manufactured by Whitehead and Hoag. he mirror 

is 2" (5 cm) in diameter. he notebook’s size is about 

3.75" x 2" (9.5 x 5 cm). See ETCetera #80, December 

2007, on the use of celluloid in typewriter advertising.

11. Author’s collection; 3" x 7.5" (7.6 cm x 19 cm).

12. Bert Kerschbaumer collection; 4" x 9.5" (10.5 x 

24.5 cm). Printed by Pichot, Paris.

 As they moved their marketing into the 
20th century, promoters of typewriters em-
phasized more complex and elaborate themes 
in their wall calendars and other calendar 
advertising. his can be most easily seen in 
Remington’s development of the graphic con-
cept of “Miss Remington,” a paragon user of 
the company’s products once described by the 
company as “that young lady who personiies 
every operator of the writing machine.”�3 he 
image irst was introduced on company post-
cards with the caption “Miss Remington’s 
Reverie” and in other advertising in �900, 
and she appeared on a calendar the following 
year. In the example here, we ind her adver-
tising a shorthand school,�4 another illustra-
tion of a mutually beneicial dual relationship 
between schools and typewriter makers that 
began as early as the �880s.�� We see her 
again, in a style more appropriate to a later 
time, in a �9�� wall calendar�6 touting the 
Remington #�0 and the machine’s status as 

13. “To Miss Remington,” Remington Notes, vol. 3, no. 

8, 1914, p. 14.

14. Herman Price collection; 6" x 9" (15.3 x 23 cm).

15. See article on the Caligraph and its relationship 

with Vermilye’s College in ETCetera #75, September 

2006.

16. Author’s collection; 14" x 22" (35.5 x 60 cm). his 

example has been restored to some extent through 

using pieces of two diferent examples, both in poor 

condition. Larger wall calendars, like their advertis-

ing wall poster cousins, are more subject to deteriora-

tion through long-term exposure to light, the lack of 

interest in storing them ater they have served their 

immediate marketing purposes, and the diiculty of 

storing larger paper items. 

the oicial typewriter of the Panama-Paciic 
International Exposition in San Francisco. 
Other early 20th century examples of wall 
calendars advertising typewriters include 
a �907 one for the Stearns Visible (from its 
distributor, the Typewriter Inspection Co.),�7 
one for the same year for the Smith Premier 

17. Herman Price collection; 3.2" x 6.2" (8 cm x 15.8 

cm).
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#2,�8 and a �9�4 one for the by-then boom-
ing Underwood Typewriter Co., pushing 
its best-selling model #�.�9 In the images for 
Smith-Premier and Underwood, the women 
appear as their manufacturer’s unnamed 
graphic symbolic answers to “Miss Rem-
ington.” Such wall calendars were available 
to the public, but in photographs surviving 
from the period, they usually are seen on the 
walls of stenographic and typing schools,  as 
seen in this �9�0 picture of a student typing 
under an Underwood calendar.20 

 Wall calendars and their many smaller 
forms advertising typewriters were regarded 
as so successful by typewriter manufactur-
ers and retailers that they expanded the 
numbers and styles to became a used, oten 
unconsciously visual, oten tactile dimen-
sion of peoples’ lives in schools, oices, and 
homes. As such, they deined and regimented 
time, and oten space, in North America and 
Europe. Later examples are well represented 
here by Olivetti’s �923 wall calendar for 
the model M202� and Royal’s little blotter 
pushing its portable as a Christmas present 
in �927.22 All these ephemera—from the 
smallest daily diaries and blotters to the large 
and rarest wall calendars—contain pieces of 
typewriter history, and each tells us some-
thing about the lived life of typewriters. As 
such, they are typewriter time capsules well 
worth digging for! ±

18. Author’s collection; 6.25" x 3.75" (16 x 9.5 cm).

19. Herman Price collection; 3.5" x 6.25" (9 cm x 16 

cm).

20. Author’s collection. Stenographic school probably 

in Mt. Morris area of New York state.

21. Former Willi Süß collection; 21.7" x 15" (55 x 38 

cm). Note the theme that is similar to that evoked 

by the phrase “Miss Remington’s Reverie” and its 

associated image, one of afection for the typewriter 

product embodied symbolically in the face and the 

body language of the subject vis-à-vis the machine. 

22. Author’s collection; 6.25" x 3 3/8" (16 x 8.5 cm). 
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I recently acquired a �960 Adler Primus 
typewriter. It is essentially a Triumph Ga-

briele (or the other way around). While trying 
to ind out more about this model, I decided 
to research Triumph-Adler in general.
 Heinrich Kleyer was the son of a factory 
owner from Darmstadt. He found employ-
ment at an iron works, a company in Hamburg 
that imported machinery, and then in Ameri-
ca at the Sturtevant Mill Company in Boston. 
He returned to Germany, started importing 
bicycles, and in �886 founded a company in 
Frankfurt to produce his own line of “Adler” 
(Eagle) bicycles. he company’s six-story pro-
duction facility was the tallest in Frankfurt 
at the time. Customers were even allowed to 
test out the bikes on the top loor. By �898, 
Adler had manufactured over �00,000 bi-
cycles. hey also acquired the license to build 
the French De Dion-Bouton tricycles and 
became the German distributor for Dunlop 
Tyres. A lightweight car powered by the De 
Dion-Bouton engine entered into production 
in �900. In �903 Adler built their irst motor-
cycle. �898 was also the year they produced 
their irst typewriter, based on the design by 
Wellington Parker Kidder known as the Wel-
lington in the US and the Empire in Canada. 
Some of their typewriters, motorcycles and 
automobiles would share names—the Primus 
and Favorit for example. 
 he history of Deutsche Triumph Fahr-
radwerke AG runs somewhat parallel to 
Adler’s: both started out making bicycles. In 
�884 Siegfried Bettmann emigrated to Cov-
entry, England from Nuremberg. One year 
later he founded his own company in Lon-
don. He originally bought bicycles manufac-
tured by other companies and “badge engi-
neered” them under his own name. In �886 
he renamed his company Triumph Cycle 
Company, a name he rightly assumed (in my 
opinion at least) would have a more universal 
appeal. With inancial backing from Dunlop, 
Triumph started making their own bicycles in 
�894. A subsidiary company was established 

in Nuremberg, and in �896 Deutsche Tri-
umph opened the Velodrome, a large open-
air practice lot and a covered cycling track. 
Cyling being a seasonal thing, the company 
sought new business opportunities during the 
of season making cigarette rolling machines, 
surgical tables, elevators, and box springs.
 Enthusiasm for the automobile was rap-
idly sweeping the industrialized world. But 
Triumph chose a more cautious path, since 
enthusiasm does not necessarily translate to 
sales. In �88� Gottlieb Daimler had shown 
the world a cheaper alternative to cars when he 
rolled out the irst motorcycle. Triumph built 
their irst motorcycle in �902, and by �90� 
they produced the irst all-British motorcycle. 
But in �907 they realized that the market was 
still too limited and abandoned motorcycle 
production to focus solely on bicycles.
 In �907 Adler also ceased production of 
motorcycles, deciding that typewriters, cars, 
and bicycles were more proitable. With the 
exception of a brief run of motor-assisted bi-
cycles produced during the Depression, Adler 
stayed away from motorcycles until �949.
 In �909 Triumph bought Carl Fried-
rich Kührt’s Norica typewriter company in 
Nuremberg. he unpopular Norica typewriter 
(ETCetera no. 84) was produced for another 
year, until the modern Triumph � replaced it. 
In �9�� Deutsche Triumph became Triumph-
Werke, and by �9�3 Triumph-Werke severed 
itself from its parent company in England.
 During World War I, Adler produced 
trucks, tank transmissions, and Daimler-
Benz licensed plane engines. In �9�6 Kleyer 
took out a loan from the government in the 
amount of 4,000,000 marks that was never 
fully repaid. I have not been able to ind out 
whether the debt defaulted due to non-pay-
ment or whether the bank decided that the 
payments were irrelevant due to the hyperin-
lation in the German economy. Either way, 
the end result was that the Deutsche Bank 
took possession of the company in �920, but 
let the family retain managerial control.

 From �9�4 to �9�9 Tri-
umph-Werke made beds and ta-
bles for ield hospitals, fuses, and 
ammunition for the war efort. 
Ater WWI they resumed motor-
cycle production and introduced 
the Knirps, the irst German mo-
torcycle with a 2-stroke engine. 
Motorcycles continued to grow in 
popularity. In iscal year �923-24 
the company made �,600 motor-

cycles. In ive years that igure grew to �3,�00. 
he �928 K9 Supra was a tiny motorcycle that 
required no operator’s license.
 In �920 Triumph inally started produc-
ing typewriters again. he irst post-war mod-
el was a carryover of the pre-war Triumph 2 
model. he Deutsche Reichspost ordered 600 
typewriters for the telegraph division in �92�. 
he company introduced a portable in �928. 
hat same year, like a git from God, some 
of the best publicity came when Triumph 
shipped a typewriter to the Vatican. It must 
have made quite an impression on somebody: 
the Pope gave it his personal endorsement. 
 In the mid ’30s, Triumph erected a new 
standard typewriter factory. hey also began 

producing adding machines. By �938 �,800 
people were employed and the company was 
grossing �� million marks per year.
 Collaboration between Adler and Tri-
umph began as early as �93�: the Triumph �0 
was sold as the Adler 3�, and the Triumph por-
table as the Adler 32. Heinrich Kleyer died in 
�932 at the age of 78 and his son Erwin took 
over. Erwin proved to be adept at streamline 
design. he front-wheel-drive Trumpf-Junior 
was one of the most popular German cars. 
 he Nazi government assumed control 
of the German economy when World War II 
started. Adler produced staf cars, half-tracks, 
and ambulances. Many of the ine �937 Adler 
2.�L cars were commandeered for the war 
efort. heir relative light weight, rear wheel 
drive, �8-horsepower 6-cylinder engine, and 
high clearance gave them some modest of-
road capabilities. he 78-mph top speed was 
also a plus. Few of them have survived.
 Triumph’s main product during the 
war (when its factory was largely stafed by 
women and forced laborers) was the BD 2�0 
motorcycle. he German army ordered them 
by thousands. But production of typewrit-
ers for civilian use was restricted in �940 and 
stopped entirely in �942.
 By spring of �94�, almost 80% of Frank-

Triumph-Adler: A History
by Keith McBride
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furt, including most of Adler’s factories, had 
been lattened by Allied bombing. Ernst 
Hagemeyer held the reins of the Adler compa-
ny ater the war and succeeded in getting pro-
duction going again. he company produced 
its irst postwar machine, a Klein-Adler 46, 
on March 29, �946. Hagemeyer also dreamed 
of a revised version of the popular Trumpf 
car, but due to the expense, it was decided to 
build motorcycles instead.
 In contrast to the pasting Adler took dur-
ing the war, Triumph’s oices and factories 
escaped with less damage. In the closing days 
of the war, the government ordered factory 
directors to sabotage their own equipment 
by removing essential pieces from machinery; 
but the Triumph staf removed only minor 
pieces, hid them in the factory, and handed 
bags of junk to the Nazi authorities. 
 hey started making bicycles, wheelbar-
rows, hand-drawn carts, bicycle trailers and, 
of course, typewriters. hey resumed motor-
cycle production in �946 and started a new 
line of mopeds and motorscooters in �9�3. In 
�9�0 they also introduced a completely new 
typewriter, the Matura, with a patented ty-
pebar mechanism. he rise of electronic data 
processing prompted Triumph-Werke to pro-
duce a tape punch in �9�6, followed by the F3 
automated invoicing machine.
 Entrepreneur Max Grundig took over 
Triumph in �9�7. He reorganized the compa-
ny and shut down all vehicle production. He 
set the company’s R&D department to devel-
oping a better electric typewriter. By the end 
of the year, Grundig also owned a majority of 
Adler’s shares. Despite the fact that private 
owners kept winning races with modiied 
Adler motorcycles and interest was growing 
faster than ever, Adler motorcycle production 
was inished.
 Triumph-Werke’s new portable appeared 
in �9�7, with a name inspired by Grundig’s 
granddaughter: Gabriele. he Electric 20 of 
the ’60s would become their standard model, 
and was used in Vienna by the world typing 
champion in �96� to set a new world record of 
647 keystrokes per minute. I think that trans-
lates to �29 words per minute.
 With Triumph and Adler combined, 
Grundig now controlled over �0% of Germa-

ny’s typewriter 
m a r k e t . 

Triumph-
Werke 

had an 82% share in Adler by �968 and 
the two companies were merged into 
Triumph-Adler. Grundig then sold 
Triumph-Adler to the Beverly Hills-
based Litton Industries Inc.
 In �969, Triumph-Adler intro-
duced the TA �00 computer series. 
his was followed by the TA �0 in 
�97�, dubbed “he People’s Comput-
er”—about the size of a large suitcase. 
In two years TA sold over �0,000 com-
puters, but typewriters still comprised 
more than 60% of their sales. In �977 
TA bought the US-based Royal group. 
Ten years ater Litton’s takeover, TA’s sales 
had increased �0 times. he microcomputer 
division had a �9% market share in Germany, 
bigger than any of their competitors. 
 Volkswagen bought Triumph-Adler in 
�980. he �7,000-employee company was 
renamed Triumph-Adler AG für Büro- und 
Informationstechnik. hat year saw a sharp 
decline for TA. hey experienced a loss of 
DM �0 million, and in the following years 
management concentrated on downsizing 
and restructuring. Half the workforce was 
let go and the company was now selling their 
typewriters through department stores. But 
it was too little, too late. TA fell behind the 
competition and by �986 it was #� in the Ger-
man business computer market. Volkswagen 
decided to unload TA to its largest European 
competitor, Olivetti.
 But Olivetti was not able to save the strug-
gling company. By �988 it was half the size it 
had been in ’84. Only its typewriter division 
continued to show a proit. Olivetti moved 
its oice machine headquarters to Germany. 
hey launched an in-house developed laptop 
in �99�, but the prices for computers were 
dropping and the development costs had 
signiicantly drained TA. To make matters 
worse, Olivetti was loundering as well. hey 
slashed their TA orders by a third, closed the 
Nuremberg, Fürth, and Schwandorf facto-
ries, and moved production out of the coun-
try. Most of TA’s property was sold in �992.
 In �993 Triumph-Adler, now only one 
quarter of its pre-Olivetti size, had only the 
typewriter factory in Frankfurt. Olivetti cut 
TA loose, integrating them into an oice ma-
chine distribution subsidiary under the name. 
An investment group bought what was let of 
the former manufacturing giant in �994. he 
company turned into a management holding 
company for mid-sized businesses; it started 

buying everything from toys to health 
products. Sadly, TA closed the 

doors of its Frankfurt typewrit-
er plant in �997. he market 

for typewriters had dropped 30% in �996. 
he company still generated over €�2 million 
in revenue from typewriter sales in 200�, but 
it was not considered proitable anymore.
 During the late ’90s the company did a lot 
of selling and buying of its subsidiaries. he 
health division it acquired in ’9� it sold in ’97. 
he Hueco Group, an automotive electronic 
company, was bought in ’98. In �999 they 
organized a public stock ofering for Zapf 
Toys and acquired Bell-Hermetics, Concord, 
Migua, PPE and UTAx. his seemingly ran-
dom buying and selling did little to create a 
cohesive business, or much in the way of prof-
its. In 2000, management renamed the com-
pany Triumph-Adler Experts @ Output, with 
a new focus on oice printing and imaging 
technology. he cash from the sales of various 
subsidiaries kept them from having to report 
a loss in 200�. In late 2008, Kyocera Mita, a 
Japanese based printer/copier company, took 
over Triumph-Adler. he company now de-
scribes itself as a specialist in “the document 
business.” 
 It is a shame that these two intertwined 
companies should have failed to adapt to the 
changing technology. Triumph-Adler moved
too slow, and like a prehistoric beast stuck in 
a tarpit, its lailing about only served to drag 
it further down. here will probably never be 
another Gabriele or Primus, but despite two 
world wars, collapsing economies, and preda-
tory investors, the Triumph-Adler name does 
live on—as can be seen at their company web-
site, www.triumph-adler.com. ±
hanks to Alan Seaver.
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Midwest Typefest 2010

Which do you think deserves to win? Richard Polt’s �671 strokes, touch-typed on a 
Royal KMM with countless typos, or Jack Knarr’s 15�9 strokes, typed on an 

Underwood no. 5 with almost no errors—using just one inger!  By the way, the 
1926 world champion, George Hossield, typed 42,073 strokes in an hour (that 

would be 701� strokes in ten minutes). His accuracy was 99.8%.

Alan Seaver and his 
Deutsche Remington (Torpedo)

The ten-minute typing contest in full swing. Contestants copied the 
eminently forgettable text “Veritas,” by J.N. Kimball, which was used 

in the 19�6 International Typewriting Championship Contest. 

Photos by Herman Price, Marty Rice, Alan Seaver, 
Devin Thompson, Peter Weil, and Richard Polt

Maddie Parra shows us her Peoples 
with homemade ribbon spools

About 15 collectors, with families and friends, gathered at 
Richard Polt’s home in Cincinnati on June 19. Most also 

visited an antique show and Richard’s oice on the 20th. We 
enjoyed a pancake breakfast, a barbeque lunch, a German 
dinner, and lots of talk about things that 99.9999% of the 
population just doesn’t understand. More meetings are in 

the works for the near future: see p. 14!

Will Davis checks out
an unusual Everest K�
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William Lawson with one of his typewriter 
paintings. See more at williamlawson.net.

A Smith Premier print 
by Jett Morton

Underwood Western shirt stitched by Jerry 
Atwood. See more creations at

jerryleeswesternwear.blogspot.com.

Shining stars: 
Gabe Burbano’s mint-condition gold-plated Royal 

and Jack Knarr’s chrome-plated 
IBM Selectric I.

Herman Price was inspired to create his own Lego machines: a Travis and a Remington �.

Jett’s Lego typewriter. He’s also creating a big, 
working index machine out of Legos.

Gabe and his 
National portable
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Meeting at Carl Strange’s home in Connecti-
cut: tentative dates Oct. 9-10, 2010. Write to

Mike Brown, typex1@aol.com.

&
Meeting at Lin Lewis’s home in Mount 
Pleasant, South Carolina,  Jan. 22, 2011. 

Write to typewriterlin@yahoo.com.

No. 37, June 2010
• Anual ANCMECA mtg. in Montmorillon
• Montmorillon exhibit: writers & TW’s
• Students discover TW’s & adding machines
• May Breker results

No. 82, June 2010
• The mysterious Crown
• Articles on Urania, Saturn, Olympia Robust
• From the Electromatic to the IBM Electric
• Gracia plotter-typewriter

May-June, 2010
• IFHB general meeting & regional meetings
• Continental 200 portable
• Restoring decals

July, 2010
• Breker auction and collectors’ meeting
• Meetings in Münster and Partschins

August, 2010
• Midwest Typefest 2010
• 1897 Blick letter
• Advice to newbies & portables showcase

New typewriter font available: Royal 
Quiet Deluxe. E-mail Richard Polt 

(polt@xavier.edu) for a copy. 
ABCDEFGHabcdefgh1234*&%$¢@?
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The Future of the Past: 
Underhill’s Wishes

by Jos Legrand

In ETCetera no. 61 I sent in an article from 1886, which saw oice work 
and communication in the perspective from a hundred years later. Nice. 

A bit Jules Verne-like, especially the balloon trip homewards.
 In another article from that time Edward Underhill, a respected author 
in those days, analyzes the problems around typewritten and printed matter, 
and he also makes suggestions for the future. It is the time that the earliest 
Remington standards at last reached a bit of a sale. Mr. Underhill is recorded 
as oicial reporter of the Surrogate’s Court of New York; he was also the 
author of a handbook of instruction on the typewriter, and of “Steno-
printing,” a system of abbrevations for rapid writing on the typewriter for use 
by amanuenses. He wrote his article for Browne’s Phonographic Monthly, but 
shortly after that the article was copied by he Cosmopolitan Shorthander.
 For Underhill the most important imperfections in writing machines lay 
in the use of inked ribbon, through which no “clean cut outlines” could be 
obtained; that the typescript did not resemble the variable spacing of print; 
that one could not secure uniform imprints, because the key impression 
varied; that perfect alignment was not achieved achieved; and inally there 
was the problem of justifying, that is, of how to make the lines end an even 
margin “without great loss of speed in calculating distances.” here were 
experiences in his time which obviated some of the problems. Much was 
made of the Lake & Risley composer then, and the Mergenthaler machine 
was also known to Underhill. In his vision of the future he was very sharp:

he machine of the future must have type with faces similar to those used 
in ordinary print, to which the ink must be applied directly by the roller, 
and thence impressed upon the paper. he spacing of the words must be 
variable, as in common print, and the matter must be in perfect alignment. 
he impression must be uniform and not dependent upon the direct action 
of the inger. he lines must not only begin, but end even, by the automatic 
action of the machine. By it, the matter must be made up in pages during 
the time of composition. It must be simple in its construction, contain but 
a few parts, and be not liable to get out of order. he speed of composition 
must be, at least, as fast as that of ordinary writing machines, with no stops 
made for “ justifying” a line or forming a page, and must admit of ease in 
making corrections. It must be arranged so as to change, in a few seconds, 
the page or column from one size, or the type from one font to another, 
and must be automatic in all its movements. To accelerate its operation the 
keyboard must be so arranged that the letters most frequently occurring in 
combination shall be near to one another in its center.

For the publisher of Browne’s Phonographic Monthly, Underhill’s wishes were 
not prophetic. He thought that within a year some of these problems could 
already be solved. Underhill himself also thought in terms of “a short time.” 
Now we know that it is your personal computer that Edward F. Underhill 
was talking about. Apart from the keyboard arrangement, all his problems 
are solved but one: the machine must be not liable to get out of order. ±

Literature
E.Underhill, he future of writing machines, Browne’s Phonographic Monthly, 

x, 11/12, 11-12/1885, pp. 288-9
Mr.Underhill’s contribution, Browne’s Phonographic Monthly, x, 11/12, 11-

12/1885, p.309
he future of writing machines, he Cosmopolitan Shorthander, VII, 1, 

1/1886
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New on the Shelf
Lars Borrmann: Imperial D, Royal lat-

bed, lower power Adler 7 (see p. 16)
Ned Brooks: Royal 5
Gabe Burbano: Moon-Hopkins, Reming-

ton 5 port. w/ colored keyboard
Don Feldman: Densmore 2, Standard 

Folding, Sun 2
Thomas Fürtig: Caballito (Urania por-

table), Melior (Meteor 3), Senator, 
Stainsby-Wayne brailler, Typo A, Yost 
A (like 15), Williams 1 curved

Juan Ramón Gracia: Crown, Crandall 3, 
Macy’s (Barr), Sterling

Nancy Kasner: Continental port. w/ SS 
key, strmlnd. Rem. 5 port., Royal port.

Flavio Mantelli: Wagner index
Robert Messenger: Bijou 3- & 4-bank, 

Mignon 4, Porto-Rite, Sun 2, Yost 4
John Payton: Erika 5, Olivetti Studio 44, 

Princess 300
Richard Polt: Hilton (Antares), Bar-Lock 

4-bank portable, nickeled L.C. Smith
Herman Price: Remington 6 checkwriter 

prototype (s.n. “***”), Remington 16 
music writer, Harry Smith (National 
portable #3), Demountable 1 #125023, 
Perfected Type Writer 2 (Remington), 
Royal pre-no. 1 wide carriage, Swedish 
Blick 5, Mercury (Barr)

Javier Romano: Globe
David Sadowski: 5 Barrs (red, blue, black), 

Corona 4 (lavender), Fox port. 2
Alan Seaver: Optima P1, Remington 6, 

1914 Remington Junior
Sirvent bros.: Cardinal #1201, Cham-

pion #9729, American Fitch #1988, 
Glashütte 1 #1283, Kanzler 3 #5001, 
red Olivetti MP1, Sun index 1 #2660

Cor van Asch: Edelmann w/ copyholder, 
Keaton #1622, Williams 2 tin ad

Peter Weil: Crandall New Mod. #5059
Reinmar Wochinz: Kosmopolit

From Our Members

Fransu Marín has found a Spanish patent (#10704�, 19�8) and a December 19�8 ad for the 
Hispania. The only known machine is pictured in ETCetera no. 86, p. 6.

Thomas Fürtig’s Senator #14�. Only one other example is known. According to Ernst 
Martin, only a very few were built in a factory near Darmstadt in 19��. It features a 

removable typebasket and a mechanism for d o u b l e - s p a c e d  w r i t i n g 
(Sperrschrift), also found on a number of other German typewriters.

Paper table of the Weeks Standard, a late Pittsburg name variant that recently entered the 
Sirvent collection. The swastika obviously had no negative connotations at the time.

DON SUTHERLAND
1944-�010

We sadly report the death of Don 
Sutherland on May 24 of cancer. Don 
was a major typewriter collector, an 

acclaimed photographer, author of The 
Typewriter Legend, and a lively and witty 
correspondent. An interview with him 

appears in ETCetera no. 51. 
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 Tom Russo’s images for the Typo-
graph piece enhance a ine article that 
should clear up the mythology and con-
fusion about the so-called “Cash.” 
 The Iberia piece got me thinking 
that, despite the nationalism in western 
Europe in much of the 20th century, 
agreements to share designs appear to 
have been more common than in the 
U.S. You could argue that Spain was so 
late industrializing that there was no 
alternative. But even companies in the 
UK, Germany, and France worked out 
these deals—my favorite typewriter 
name still is France’s Imperial “Typo.”
 Uwe Breker’s ind is important for 
typewriter historians. It raises issues 
about the Ambler design (which I think 
this originally was) and the later Thurb-
er. Cooperation? 
 Harold Chipman’s piece warms the 
cockles of my heart. I have found the 
same warranty stickers in Remington 
portable cases—why did I not peruse 
the owner’s biography? 
 And then there are the Soviets—they 
are like Socialist Realist architecture! 
 Is there a term for the great phrases 
you use to demonstrate your fonts in 
“Editor’s Notes?” 

Peter Weil, Newark, Del.

Sentences that use every letter of the alphabet 
are called pangrams. If they use each letter 
only once, they’re called perfect pangrams.

 The machines in “Supreme Soviets” 
are very similar to well-known German 
designs like Continental, Ideal or Mer-
cedes. Some details seem identical. The 
Moskva looks most similar to the Con-
tinental. I think German machines were 
never made under license in Russia, but 
they were copied by Russian factories.

Thomas Fürtig, Bamberg, Germany

 I am almost positive that the air-
craft depicted on the sticker on Mr. 
Chipman’s Remington Portable case 
is the Travel Air “Mystery Ship.” The 
low-mount wing, nearly lush cockpit, 
engine cowl, and wheel skirts are iden-
tical. Travel Air was founded by Walter 
Beech and located in Wichita, Kansas. 
(Clyde Cessna was a co-founder, but it’s 
unclear whether he had any involvement 

in the Mystery Ship.) The plane (oicial-
ly known as the Type R) was intended to 
be the irst civilian aircraft to win the 
National Air Race. Only ive were made 
between 1928 and the very early ’30s. 
More history can be found at tinyurl.
com/2fejutv. The Greek emblem on the 
sticker suggests that Hobble was a mem-
ber of Tau Omega, the honorary aero-
nautical fraternity. The second (beta) 
chapter of Tau Omega was established at 
the U. of Wichita in 1932 (the irst having 
been formed in Oklahoma in 1927). Alex 
Petrof, Russian immigrant and director 
of the School of Aeronautics, was a char-
ter member (see Aerospace Engineering Ed-
ucation During the First Century of Flight, 
Barnes et al.). Later, he would become 
the head of research and development at 
Cessna. Mr. Hobble quite possibly knew 
him well.

Alan Seaver, Rochester, Minn.

 I hereby submit this typewriter to the 
“Weird and Wonderful” section of ET-
Cetera! It was made for a Canberra Times 
colleague, Claire Low, who has such a 
large collection of Hello Kitty merchan-
dise she wants to go on the TV show 
“Collectors” to show it of. She asked for 
something nobody else in the world has: 
a Hello Kitty typewriter.

Robert Messenger, Canberra

Letters
New Information on the First 

REMINGTON FIELD DAY
by Peter Weil

Based on a new source: “Opening of 
Remington Typewriter Baseball Park,” 

The Remington Budget, vol. IV, no. 9, Sep-
tember, 1905. Great appreciation goes to 

Mike Brown for sharing this article.
 
 The irst Remington Typewriter 
Field Day was held on Saturday, July 
29, 1905, not in June of that year. It was 
held on a more developed ield than 
the sources previously used identiied, 
and included an inter-factory baseball 
game. I was incorrect that 1906 was 
the year baseball was introduced and 
that either 1914 or 1916 was the irst 
year an inter-factory game had been 
played. The sources I did use state 
that 1906-1916 games were intramural, 
not inter-factory, and that is not chal-
lenged by this new source. 
 The irst Field Day took place at the 
Remington Typewriter Baseball Park. 
This had been built in 1905 with a 
grandstand and bleachers by the com-
pany and by some of the factory work-
ers on their own time. It was located 
on East River St. and extended over 16 
acres to the roadbed of the West Shore 
Railroad. There was a baseball game 
between a Remington team and one 
from the Savage Arms Co. of Utica, 
NY. The factory team was drawn from 
the “Remington Typewriter Baseball 
League,” composed of the seven de-
partments of the Remington factory. 
The winner of the annual 42-game 
playofs among the League teams had 
its name inscribed on the Clarence W. 
Seamans trophy, a loving cup. 
 The winner of this irst inter-factory 
game in 1905—Remington—received 
a pennant, and another was announced 
to be given to the winner of the inter-
factory game at the 1906 Field Day. 
However, there is no evidence that an-
other inter-factory game took place on 
Field Day in 1906.
 The Field Day also included “track 
events for employees of the (Reming-
ton) factory.” ±

Weird N Wonderful

Left: Lars Borrmann’s sticker-covered Adler 
7 also deserves to be in a W&W section, 
wouldn’t you say? Lars comments: “Probably 
from the lower power era. A colorful high-
light to all my black monsters—and it types 
like a new one!!”
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